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Written by a software developer for software developers, this book is a unique collection of the latest software
development methods. The author includes OOD, UML, Design Patterns, Agile and XP methods with a detailed
description of a complete software design for reusable programs in C++ and Java. Using a practical, problem-

solving approach, it shows how to develop an object-oriented applicationfrom the early stages of analysis,
through the low-level design and into the implementation. Walks readers through the designer's thoughts

showing the errors, blind alleys, and creative insights that occur throughout the software design process. The
book covers: Statics and Dynamics; Principles of Class Design; Complexity Management; Principles of Package

Design; Analysis and Design; Patterns and Paradigm Crossings. Theories of Cognitive and Social Psychology
are the most appropriate to deal with the analysis of the formation and perception of patterns of use of

products and their relations to the world. Thus, the analysis of design and the design of users and products
are alike. In the same way that cognitive models are developed to explain how users, process certain tasks,
cognitive psychologists have developed models of how users make sense of things, how they form mental

models of their environments, and how these mental models determine their ability to perceive and control
their environment. Likewise, social psychologists have developed the theories of how users form groups, how
groups influence and are influenced by its members, and how groups adapt their culture. User research and
organizational studies theory share many of these same assumptions about the formation and structure of
groups. Thus these two disciplines complement one another and are extremely valuable in understanding
design issues. The theories of cognitive and social psychology are being generalized to the study of how
people use and learn from computers and new media environments. The most successful theory, and a

leading one, in this regard is social semiotics. This growing body of theory in HCI examines the meaning of
computer and other representations, how objects and persons produce meaning, how users do the same, and

how users and designers can create meaningful, productive spaces.
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HCI, as a design science, is not primarily research. It is, rather, a way of designing. HCI researchers do quite a
lot of research, but they mainly do it as they design, in making new methodologies, models, artifacts,
techniques, and communities. Some researchers even call this activity of experimentation and inquiry

creative research, rather than research, which is the process of trying out new ideas and reflecting on the
results. Moreover, in this book, we use creative to mean not just playful, but reflecting critically on the design

and redesign of HCI as a field. HCI is not the study of HCI, but a practice of HCI. To reflect this, the book is
organized so that each chapter leads to a core example. This example uses the methods presented to

illustrate the core of the design. In this way, the core examples are used to show the purposes of the method
rather than to describe the method itself. We also aim to make the methods clear as a practice, rather than
as mere theories. Thus, in each chapter, we aim to show how these methods are used to design and build

more and better things. We know that these methods will not be useful unless they are practiced. We see the
development process as itself a tool for the design of practice, rather than as part of the research. But the

deeper purpose of the research is to improve our design practice. Starting from a firm understanding of
computer science and various emerging areas of application (especially the Internet), the author builds a

conceptual framework for developing structured networks of objects and processes, which are sequenced to
implement an overall design. He also shows how this framework can be used to structure large-scale software

systems. The key idea is that designing structured networks of components—rather than traditional objects
which can be seen as reference points—is a form of composition and is more powerful than creating

traditional inheritance hierarchies. Author Barrington Walker, a pioneer in the field, provides extensive
coverage of software engineering principles and practices as well as system design principles and practices,

with many examples of structured networks. Walker also shows how to organize the design of software-
intensive systems, including architecture, functional decomposition, and taxonomy. 5ec8ef588b
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